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Hello, and this week our main report deals with TRADE UNIONISM 

IN AFRICA, but first some information about an interesting and 

exciting booklet called ENGLISH STUDIES, University of Zambia. 

It is published ~1y English Studies in the School of Humanities 

and Social Science and edited by Michael Etherton, a l~cturer 

in English Studies. 

In his preface, the editor hopes that ''the booklet will be usefnl 

to students studying Englisr here (at the University of Zambia), 

and also to our colleagues in other Universities in Africa and 

elsewhere, who may 1'e interested in the sort of things we are 

trying to do." 

Well I, for one, found the booklet more than an eye-opening pro

spectus or summary of courses offered and work done: I found 

it stimulating, from beginning to end. For instance - from 

J.O .. Reed, Professor and Head of Subject: "The defining conditions 

within which the teaching of English Ms gravm up at Lusaka can 

be set out as followsi 

1. The subject is listed as, and appointments are made to ENGLISH 

and not to ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE as in many :British 

universities. Nor, as is now common in African universities, are 

English Studies divided between two larger depr-,rtments called 

LITERATURE and LANGUAGE ox LINGUISTICS". 

Many of the questions raised by this statement are dealt with 

by Professor Reed1 s eleven-page outline; the next ,e pages 

cover the spectrun of eleven courses covered in 1970 and ten 

offered in 1971. Then there is an eight-page survey of other 

activities which ends with work done by staff for the Department 

of Extra-Mural stud:es. 
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The last 41 pages of 'bhe booklet are Michael Etherton1 s 

account of Chikwakwa Theatre which to quote 11took sha.pe 

through a series of work parties during 1969 in which the staff 

an'1. students 0£ the university took part, together with some 

towns folk, and it had its first season of plays during the 

dry weather of 1970 ••G 

"Chikwakwa is dedicated to the development of a truly Zambian 

Theatre, for the people, through existing cultural and social 

traditions•! 

Exciting, intere3t.i.ng, i:erha.ps something for argument? 

Well now to a subject that creates more bitter arguments, I 

think, than anything except religion and straight politics. 

Trade unions - their role, their power and their place in the 

structure of society. I suppose whether or not you think trade 

unions are a good or bad thing mainly depends anyway on your polit

ical beliefs. nut in principle no-one could logically disapprove 

of a trade union as it is defined in the dictionary. My 
dictionary reads 1A trade union is an organised association of 

workmen of a trade, formed for the protection and promotion 

of their common interests'. But even in Britain, the cradle 

of the Western Industrial Revolution, where trade unionism is 

very nuch part ~f the established structure of society - criticism 

and controversy still surround the subject. So what about 

Africa? Of course trade unions do exist - but to what extent? 

Do they have a:ny power? Well one man who bas made a long tem 

study of just this is Robin Cohen - ex-lecturer in Political 

Science at Ibadan University now on the staff of the Centre for 

West African Studies at Birmingham University. Gwyneth Henderson 

talked to him for us - so over to you Gwyneth. 

Well Cosmo, I have to admit that my impression of trade unions 

in Africa was that they were pretty ineffective - that they did 

not play a real role yet in the ongoing political and social 

evolution - but when I put this to Robin Cohen and asked him 

why - this was his answer. 
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'Well I wouldn't agree ontirdl;r that they are ine-ffective. 

Certainly if you measure their achi.evemonta in terms of narrow 

objectives - that is to say how much have they got for their oem

bers in terms of waees, improved soctal conditions and so on -

these sort of objectives have been fulfilled in many African 

countries by the Unions. Not so nruch because they 

represent any major o:rganised force, because certainly their 

nambers are very small in relation to the total population and 

their organisations are fairly feeble - they are often split 

in terms of personalities., or regions of origin, linguistic factors, 

ethnic factors, but rather beca.use in particular ~iicu:mstances 

of individual African countries, they d.o manage to represent 13.

reasonably coherent pressure group which can bring some kind of 

pressure to U,9 system, to gain sorae of the objectives of 

the wage workers. They have for example been important in 

displecing governments - elected governments in Dahomey, in the 

Sudan and in Congo Brazzaville in the past, but it is certainly 

true that they don't have a means of permanent political control 

because in each of these cases I have ~entioned they were jn 

fa.ct outflanked. by the Arrrrj' who clinbed to power on their 

shoulders. 

Well needless to say there are now quite a lot of African countries 

with military governments - and if one goes by the latest European 

exanple of an army takeover - Greece in April 1967 - one of the 

military ji.mta1 s first acts there was to ban all trade unions 

in Greece. So I asked Robin Cohen, how are traue unions faring 

under military ~overrunents in Africa? 

It is certainly very interesting to look at the behaviour of the 

Unions under military governments. Of course we haven't got 

all that nany cases 9 or all that large a tine spectrun to conpare 

and contrast the beooviour of unions. The few exaoples that 

we do have - Nigeri~9 Sudan, show that the unions have been able 

to maintain a certain organised force in the face of military 

government, even as in the case of Sudan whan the military 

govermuent t~ied to cla~p down on them and curtail their activities. 

One reason for this is th<=.1.t many military govE?rrunents have to 

present some kind of moral legitimation - the fact that they 

a.re cleaning up the system, representing the popular will and so 

on - and so they have to take account of demands in public opinion. 
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Well, going on £rem this thon how far do unions on the whole 

represent the mass of the people - the coaraon :mFtn whoever he 

IDEJ,y be? 

Well, I think unions like to claim this - there has been quite 

a~ interesting study done in Senegal, which tri~d to look at 

where the wages of urban industrial workers went, and in fact 

he found that a large percentage of this income was in fact 

distributed to various people like - hangers on, the general 

sub-proletariat, unemployed elements in the towns. The union 

members, the wage workers generally certainly do enjoy 

relationships with eleoents in the town and of course, some of 

them enjoy relationships with people in the countryside with 

which they still ha.ve very stronc connections to which they 

return fairly frequently - so they do have these relationships. 

On the other hand as economic and social differentiati,on increases, 

it is clear that the wage workers will become a :rrruch more 

definable, separate, social identity with intereuts quite apart 

from these other eleoents in the society. 

Which unions t~nd to be the strongest - those that deal with 

white collar or government workers, or those that deal with 

industrial workers or what? 

Well, white-collar workers in general in Africa are much 

stronger oainly because the industrial workiilg class is as 

yet very small. Certainly in the case of Dahomey, which I 

have mentioned, the nost i.Dportaxi_t unions are white collar-workers 

end this is to some extent a pc;:ttern replicated throughout the 

Continent. There are individual pockets of industrial labou.:t 

that ar~ very strong - ir~ the copper mines in Zambia for example, 

and other large extractive industries - gold in Ghana, tin in 

Nigeria and so-on~ where there is a. large concentration of 

workers~ 

Well, Robin still obviously the mujorjty of the workers in all 

African countries are agricultural workers, whether they ar3 

working for themseJ.ves or 'Whether they are in fact migran·t labcur 

forces, who go and come home again when the crop season is over. 

What about unions for this mass of the population? 
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Well t there are very few strong agricul turn,l workers unions -

there are a few in existence :oai.nly where the plantation economy 

was introduced by the colonial government - sisa.J. workers in 

Tanzania, J.nd one or two other places do have agricultural workers' 

unions. Bu.t these are small .in number, and historically 

agriell.tural workers have always been vei.,y difficult to 

organise - we can see that in California, at the moment, and of 

course we saw it ourselves in the social history of this 

country. 

Perhaps that has souething to do with the fact that agricultural 

workers are still &1ong the lowest paid groups in Britain! 

N0w Robin Cohen1 s focal point in his studies has been Nigeria -

indeed he I s juBt coopleted a thesis on "The role of 01:ganised 

labour in the Nigerian political process". Well Nigeria, hs<J, 

of coUI'se, had several different forms of government - like 

most countries - but never an avowedly socialist one. 

In fact I would assune L'l a socialist cou."1try trade unions 

would have a different role to play. So I asked Robin Cohen 

what is the position of unions in c01mtries like Tanzania and 

Guinea'? 

Well, there we have a very different pattern of organisation -

an attempt to u,.9e the unions in a productionist sense - not quite 

in the style of t:'le Soviet Union say but in- tendencially a similar 

kind of role is seen for the unions. That is they are expected 

to fulfill objectives that are set out by the political leadership, 

to disciplii:a the work force, to raise the standard of work, to 

restrain their ·,rage claims in the national interest. Lots of 

African countries have in fact tried to transfom their unions 

into productionist unions in this sense but in many cases this 

hasn't been a svccessful operation mainly because the clai.rJs of 

the political leadership have not been believed, and one has to 

have a certain legitimacy, moral legitimacy, in the political 

leadership itself, before the unions are prepared to see thenselves 

in this kind of role. 

Has this sort of moral legitioacy been recognised in Tanzania? 
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Well, not enti.rely, if the fortunes of the Tanzanian Federation 

of Labour are ar..ything to go by. There have been several 

mooents of c·ris.is in the past few years between the party 

leadershir T.ANU, and the TFL and at one point Nyrere stepped in 

and displaced the leadership of the TFL replacing it with the 

Minia"'::ry of Labour in fact. 

Well and now to the future. Is it possible to see a. pattern 

for trade union development in Africa as a whole? For 

example, what are the oh!"J!.Lces of an effective Pan-African 

international trade-union movement? 

Well, there have been a number of attempts to establish a 

continAnh wide organisation of workers - these were historically 

linked to the various political groupings that were ~et up in 

the period after 1Utrumah was particularly interested in 

Pan-African affairs - a group based in Ghana exist,and there is 

another grou.i;i 1;hich organised workers throughout the contirent 

or federated then. In fac(; these continent-wide unions 

tend to be pretty ineffective - ~hey are more political balls 

than any real organised force. 

Well on the whole then do you see uaions becom.i.ng a really 

effective organisation for bringing power to bear bringing 

influence to bear on individual national governmG~t. 

Yes, I think they certainly can be very i.L1.portant. I think 

one has to look at this in some very narrow perspective, and 

that is to see the economy or the politics of the society as being 

split into two segnenta - nuch as the economists sometimes talk 

of a dual econorcy-, the rural economy and the modern economy, 

students of political science could conceive of a traditional 

and a moc.ern sector in the political life of individual countries. 

And the uodern sector of course has its political ~rocesses in 

the cities, sometines only in the capital city and when you take 

i.nto account the num.bers of unionised workers in the c&.pital 

cities they do have an important place in thiR nodern sector 

quite disproportionate to their overull numbe~, and the coherence 

of their organisation. 

So in iact you do see unionisn as a very positive, marked fsctor 

poJsibly in the next ten years? 
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Yes, I think it must increase as the more traditional forms of 

social control begin to erode1 and polHicia.ns need t:;o appeal 

not sinply to the ethnic factor, ethnic sentiment, but have to 

take into account other segments i.~ society, which are 

organised on other than etbnj_o principles. 

Even though their power or influence will be disproportionate 

for many years to come, to their numbers? 

Yes indeed. 

Robin Cohen, political -scientist and now a nember of the 

Centre for West African Studies, at Birmingha.I!l UniverGity here 

in Britain talking there to producer Gwyneth Henderson. From 

me its goodbye for now. 


